Prolinx and Dell:

Providing better training
for your troops
Training is a pivotal part of military life. And at Prolinx, we believe that there are few lessons more important
than teaching our troops how to defend our country.
That’s why we’ve partnered with Dell and other specialists to deliver the tools you need to provide the most
effective training programmes for your staff – programmes that are fit for the future, that offer outstanding
value for money, and that engage in a meaningful way.

The training

The take-home

Although training simulation has been used in the
defence sector for many years, we know that many of
the solutions in use today are outdated and redundant.

STaaRS can bring boundless benefits to your
sector, including:

We’ve revolutionised simulation, and are allowing our forces to
take advantage of virtual-reality technologies – either through a
virtualised desktop environment, or in a secure, fully managed
and hosted facility.

• Cost savings

Prolinx has combined the various technologies from our partners
and is now able to deliver high end graphics remotely to various
sites. This means that both the regular soldier and the reservist
forces can be trained remotely wherever they are located and with
whatever programmes are chosen.
Our method is bringing powerful, high-quality resources to troops
like yours. It’s future-proof, it’s personalised, and it’s reliable. We
call it Simulation & Training as a Remote Service (STaaRS).

Not only can we eliminate the need for all your troops
to assemble in the same place for sessions, but also
this may be the last training tool you’ll ever have to
purchase. Thanks to our responsive platform, you can
change and update programmes as and when you
need… giving ultimate return on investment.

• Compliance
Our solution meets all government security
classifications, for complete peace of mind.

• Cutting-edge programmes

“Our defence customers will gain significant cost savings
from virtualisation. They will no longer face the frequent
expense of maintenance and refresh cycles.”
- Simon Blackburn, Sales Director, Prolinx

We’ll empower you to boost the speed and
success rate of your training for all your soldiers
and stakeholders with content that innovates
and resonates.

The technology
A modern solution requires modern support.
STaaRS is built on the latest and best
technology from Dell, for robust, secure
and uncompromising performance.
This includes:
•

Dell PowerEdge M630 blade servers
with Intel Xeon processors

•

Dell PowerEdge rack servers

•

Dell Precision workstations

•

EMC storage

•

High-definition graphics cards

Choose STaaRS and we’ll work
together to select the relevant
components for your needs.

Conclusion
For more information on STaaRS,
contact us here:
bit.ly/contactprolinx

